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ABSTRACT

In order to study nuclear cr i t i ca l i ty
safety related to the development of fast
breeder technology, 252cf-source-driven neutron
noise analysis measurements were performed with
a Pu-U nitrate solution in a slab tank of
various heights and thickness varying 11.43 cm
to 19.05 cm* The results and conclusions of
these experiments are (1) a capability to
measure the subcrit icality of a multiplying
system of slab geometry to a k e f f as low as
0.7 was demonstrated, (2) calculated neutron
multiplication factors agreed with those from
the experiments within -0 .02 , and (3) the
applicability of the method for plutonium
solution systems was demonstrated- This paper
describes measurements in which the height of
the slab was varied for a fixed thickness and
the thickness varied for a fixed height, which
are the f irst applications of this measurement
method to slab geometry.

INTRODUCTION

2 ^ 2 Cf-source-driven neutron noise ana lys i s
measurementsi»2 were performed with a s lab tank
a t the C r i t i c a l Mass Laboratory of B a t t e l l e
P a c i f i c Northwest Laboratories a t Richland,
Washington, i n May 1986. An aqueous Pu-U n i -
t r a t e s o l u t i o n was pumped i n t o the s l a b tank to
various heights for th icknesses varying from
11.43 to 19*05 cm, and Measurements were per-
formed using a measurement system in a mobile
laboratory transported from Oak Ridge to
Richland. This experiment i s part of a program
administered by the Consolidated Fuel Reproc-
e s s i n g Program a t Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and supported by a co l laborat ion between the
U.S. Department of Energy and the Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation of
Japan to study nuclear cr i t ica l i ty safety
related to the development of fast breeder
technology3.

The 252cf-source-driven neutron noise
analysis method for obtaining the subcritical
neutron multiplication factor of a configura-
tion of f i s s i l e material from cross-power
spectral densities (CPSDs) was developed to

avoid dif f icult ies inherent in other subcrit i -
cality measurement methods such as dependence
on detection efficiency and the need for a
calibration near delayed cr i t ical i ty* This
method requires measurement of the frequency-
dependent CPSD, G23O). between a pair of
detectors (Noa. 2 and 3) located in or near
the f i s s i l e nsterlal and of CFSDs G12O-O and
G13O) between these saae detectors and a
source of neutrons emanating from an ionlzation
chamber (No* 1) containing 252Cf, also posi-
tioned in or near the f i s s i l e material. Also,
the auto-power spectral density (AFSD), Gn(u) ,
of the source i s required. The particular
ratio of spectral densit ies , G12 G13/G11 G23
(* denotes complex conjugation), then formed
i s independent of detector efficiency and can
be related to the subcritical neutron multipli-
cation factor*

Previous measurements performed with a
wide variety of systems demonstrated the val id-
ity and usefulness of the method.4'10 In these
experiments, the method was used to obtain the
subcritical neutron multiplication factor,
keff» f o r a variety of systems with keff values
that varied from - 0 . 3 to -0 .99 . This paper
describes measurements in which the height of
the slab <*aa varied for a fixed thickness and
the'thickness varied for a fixed height, which
are the f i r s t applications of this measurement
method to slab geometry*11

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

The thickness of the unreflected slab
assembly*-2

 w a s varied froa 11*43 cm to 19.05 cm*
The height and width of the tank was 106.7 cm,
and for some thicknesses the solut ion height
was varied. The mixed Pu-U ni trate so lut ion ,
which i s a mixture of plutonium and depleted
uranium, had a s p e c i f i c gravity of 1*67 g/cm3;
a Pu content of 172.S3 g / l ; a U content of
261.96 g/Jt; a H+ content of 1.23 normal: Pu
isotopic constituents were 0.029 wt X for 2 3 8 Pu,
91.11 wt X for 2 3 9 Pu, 8.32 wt 2 for 2 A 0Pu, 0.453
wt X for 2*1Pu, and 0.093 wt X for 2 A 2Pu; and
the U i sotopic const i tuents were 0.007 wt X for
2 3 4 U, 0.568 wt X for 2 3 5 U, 0.024 wt X for 2 3 6 U,
99.402 wt X for Z 3 8U.



The f i s s ion rate of the 2 5 2Cf source from
an average of two independent calibrations was
3/. 15 ± 0.10 x 106 f i s s ions /a for the source for
thlf experiment. Since the 252Cf ionization
chamber electronics in the subcr i t ica l i ty
measurements counted 1.73 x 106 f i s s i o n s / s ,
only 55.0 ± 1.5? of the "*Cf f i s s ions occurring
in ths source for this experiment were actually
detected. The effect of not counting a l l 252Cf
f i s s ions Is well understood: previous measure-
ments have been successful even though the
percentage of f i s s ions counted was as low as
202 . x

Two types of detectors were used i n the
experiments: ^He proportional counters and
s c i n t i l l a t i o n detectors. The 76.2-cm-long 3He
proportional counters were located ver t i ca l ly
at the ends of the s lab . L i -g las s -p las t l c
s c i n t i l l a t o r s were located on one large face of
the slab while the source was adjacent to the
other large surface. This positioning mini-
mized the counting of particles d irect ly from
the 2 5 2Cf source, s ince part ic les from 2 5 2Cf
f i s s i o n would have to pass through the fuel
solution to reach the detectors.

The data-processing system consisted of
analog-to-digi ta l converters, a Fourier analyz-
er, and a control computer. The analog-to-
d i g i t a l sampling system and the array processor
(Signal Processing Systems, I n c . , Model SPS-
1000) used as a Fourier analyzer are capable of
sampling and processing three channels of 1024
data points per data block at a throughput rate
of 200,000 samples/s for each channel. The
array processor and ADC system are controlled
by a computer (VAX-750) that intermittently
takes the auto-power spectral densi t ies
(AFSDs), Gii , a n d cross-power spectral den-
s i t i e s , G^, from the array processor, averages
them appropriately, and stores them in data
f i l e s . The rat io of spectral densit ies are
calculated from these data f i l e s .

RESULTS

In these experiments detector-source
configurations were varied in order to find
detector locations where point kinetics inter-
pretation of the ratio of spectral densities
yields meaningful results. In past experi-
ments, several criteria were developed that
(in most cases) result in measurements that
are interpretable using point kinetics. Some
of these criteria are consistent with experience
developed previously in pulsed neutron measure-
ments and other kinetic measurements. These
criteria are (1) central location of the source,
(2) symmetric location of ths detectors with
respect to the source, (3) utcectors located
far enough from the source to avoid counting
particles directly from the source and to avoid
effects from higher spatial modes near the
source, (4) use of detectors spanning the full
height of the system, and (5) use of the ratio
of spectral densities at low frequency only to

obtain the neutron atultipltcatlan factor. In
these experiments, measurements were perforaed
to Beet the above criteria as far as practical.

The low-frequency value of the ratio of
spectral densities was obtained over the fre-
quency range for which the ratio was found to
be constant and statistically significant.
This range was selected by visual inspection of
the data, but in a practical application of the
method this selection would be automated using
pattern-recognition techniques. The frequency
range chosen for most measurements was such
that the cross-power spectral denticles with
the source Glj« which for fundamental mode
falls off at a rate of one decade in ampli-
tude per decade in frequency, could be measured
up to a frequency at which it approaches zero.
As a result, the CFSDs between the detectors
GJJ (i»"l), which for fundamental mode fall off
at a rate of 2 decades in amplitude per decade
in frequency, are essentially zero for a range
of higher frequencies. Thus, over this range
of frequencies th* ratio of spectral densities
had a very large statistical uncertainty-

Table 1 summarizes the measured ratios of
spectral densities at low frequency for various
slab configurations with the source at the ap-
proximate center of the slab face for symmetric
source detector locations* Also given in Table
1 are the ratios of spectral densities with the
source at the approximate center of the slab
face for asymmetric source-detector locations
for which a detector was located on each side
of the source. These values generally agree
with those for symmetric locations of the
detectors on each side of the source since the
detectors were sampling particles from fission
chains propagating over a large fraction of the
volume of the slab* For detectors adjacent to
each other, the measured ratios were consider-
ably different since these detectors sample
fission chains propagating over a small fraction
of the slab and are influenced by spatial
effects. Interpretation of the experiments

Table 1* Average ratios of epeccrsl densities and neutron aultl-
pllcation, factors for various solution heights and slab
thickness with the source located at tha approxlaate
center of one Large external aurface of the Blab

Solution
height, stab

thickness
(ca)

71.3, 19.03
61.6
50.7
40.6

71.1
71.1,
71.1,

Sunn
bUnci

19.03
19.05
19.05

16-51
13.97
11.43

Ratio of spsctral denaltlea CIO"4)

source
detector
location*

23.210.4
50.310.9

108.511.8
209.313.9

232 t 6
S«8 1 6

1065 127

lghted average
rtalnty

source
dstsctor
location*

23.510.5
52.111.0

110.011.7
209.712.1

232.od

1161 1100

of a l l
aeaaure-

aents

23.310.3
51.310.7

1O9.3H.2
209.612.0

233.21 4
5*8 1 6

109 7 133

eatlaates are one ecandard deviation
obtained froa averaging

CThe
the

aaaaurcaents for the ««s«

Multiplication
factor froa

ratio of spectral
densit ies , k e f f

c

0.9924:0.0002
0.983010.0005
0.963 >0.001
0.924 SO.002

0.924 10.002
0.861 50.004
0.707 10.012

of the aean
configuration.

uncertainties given account for tha s t a t i s t i c a l precision of
ratios of aDactral densities and estimates of the uncertainties



with adjacent detectors and also with detectors
less than 26 cm from the source wil l require an
^interpretation with a spatial kinetics model.
Neutron multiplication factors, obtained from
the average ratios of spectral densities are
also presented in Table 1.

The two other reactivity measurement
methods used in these experiments were inverse
kinetics rod drop (IKRD)13>14»15 and break-
frequency noise ana.lysis (BNFA).1^ To obtain
the subcrlticalicy, Che latter method requires
a calibration at a known reactivity condition
near delayed cricicaJLity. This calibration was
provided in the experiments by the inverse
kinetics method. These well-known methods were
used to obtain reactivity estimates with which
to compare reactivit ies obtained from the 252cf-
source-driven neutron noise analysis method.

Independent measurements of subcriticallty
by the break-frequency noise analysis method,
calibrated near delayed cr i t i ca l i ty by an
inverse kinetics rod drop technique, were also
performed in order to have an independent meas-
urement to serve as a verification of the
Cf-source-driven neutron noise analysis method*

IKRD measurements were made for the 19.05-
cm-thick, slab with a solution height of 78.1 cm:
an acrylic reflector was quickly withdrawn from
i t s position adjacent to the lateral surface of
the slab and moved 20 cm away from the slab.
The i n i t i a l and f inal react ivi t ies from this
measurement are given in Table 2. As shown
in Table 2, the i n i t i a l react ivi t ies obtained
from a l l three detectors in two independent
measurements varied between 48 and 53 cents
subcritical , with average values of 49.6 and
SO.6 cents. The final react ivi t ies varied
between 165 and 195 cants, with average values
of 177.3 and 182.4 cents.

Tibia 2. IKRD itnurtHiiti with a 19.05-ca-
chick (lab with s solution height
of 78.1 ca

Counter*

S-1

S-2

S-3

Average

Initial
reactivity*

(cents)

50.420.4
51.511.5

5O.3il.l
53.411.0

47.911.2
47.711.2

49.610.3
50.8*0.7

Find
reactlvlcyc

(centa)

179.515.0
186.515.3

187.014.0
194.914.4

165.4*4.0
165.914.3

177.312.5
182.412.7

'These counter* were located 8 to 17 ca froa
the slab surface at the ends.

t>Tvo Independent; aeasureaente were perforaed.
The Initial reactivity la with the acrylic
reflector adjacent to the flab surface. The
uncertainty given la one standard deviation.

cThe final reactivity Is with the acrylic
reflector withdrawn 20 ca. The uncertainty
given is one standard deviation.

For the BFNA measurements, various spec-
tral densities were least-squares; f i t ted to
obtain the break frequency, f̂ . The reactivity
at a given subcritical state i s related to the
subcritical state break frequency, fj, (or to the
prompt-neutron decay constant, a • 2»f),)> ana<

to the break frequency at delayed cr i t i ca l i t y ,
-bde ( ° r prorapt-neutron decay constant, a<jc »
S / l ) , as follows:
(l-k)/k6 + 1

The 252cf source was not present in the
break-frequency measurements for Che 19.05-cm-
thick slab at a solution height of 78.1 cm.
The signals from fiva neutron detection systems
were used for noise analysis • The average
break frequency V*M obtained by f i t t ing the
five AFSDs and the ten CPSDs at the reference
reactivity obtained by the IKED method previ-
ously described. The results of this f i t t ing
are presented in Table 3 for the reference
react iv i t ies with and without the acrylic re -
f lector. The average break frequency for the
measurement with the reflector adjacent to the
slab surface i s 84.5 ± 1.0 Hz, and that with
the reflector removed i s 155.8 ± 3.0 Hz. These
reactivit ies and break frequencies yield e s -
timates of the break frequency at delayed
cr i t i ca l i ty (fode> o f 5 6 ' 2 ± ° ' 7 a n d 5 5 ' 7 ± 1-1

Hz frost the measurements with the acrylic re -
flector Inserted and removed respectively.
Thus, the average break frequency and a,jc
at delayed cr i t i ca l i ty are 55.9 ± 1.0 and 351.5
± 7.0 s~* respectively. These latter values
are used to obtain the reactivity from the BFNA
method.

Table 3.

Acrylic
reflector
position

Break
Chick

freqi
slab

froa 1XKD
(cents)

jency froa nolle
with e solution

frequency
(Hi)

aeasureaente
height of 78

st delayed
critlcel (Hi)

for a 1!
ca

decey
(•

.05-ca-

constant
- 1 )

Adjacent
to slab
surfsca

49.610.5*
5O.SJO.7

t).310.9
13.611.0

55.7*0.6
56.810.7

Rcaoved ' 177.312.5 lit.it}.* 5».*tl.3
froa slab 192.412.7 155.112.7 5*.911.1
surface

354.62B.3
345.1=6.8

'Uncertainties given are one standard deviation.

The APSDs and CPSDs were f i t ted using
least-squares analysis methods to obtain the
fundamental mode break frequency for the various
experimental configurations of the slab tank.
The results, given in Table 4, are the average
values from a l l source-detector configurations
for which the data had sufficient s ta t i s t i ca l
precision to be f i t t ed .

The neutron multiplication factors from
both experimental methods are compared in Table
5 and agree within the precision of the measure-
ments. The neutron multiplication factors,
k e f j , were also calculated for a variety of
slab configurations using the KENO Monte Carlo
method17 with both Hansen-Roach18 and ENDF/B-IV
cross sec t ions . 1 ' The geometry of the calcula-



TabU 4. Fundaaental aoda bresk frequency and neutron ault ipl ica-
tlon factor* froa break-frequency nloae analyel* for
varioua configuration* of the slab tank

Averege Perccnt'ege Neutron
Slab Solution funiaaeatal aode change in Multiplication

thickneee height brnak frequency* £ ^dc factor froa
(ca) (ca) (H<) l d c t BFNA

19.05
19.05
19. OS
19.01

16.51
13.97
11.43

71.3
61.6
30.7
40.6

71.1
U.I
71.0

2*91 6(3)
5071 3(7)

1009113(13)
1732t31(6)

2636114(24)
3210164(34)
5690l70(;7)

0
0.8
1.8
4.7

5.5
13.1
24.5

O.9SO10.O01
O.9781O.OO1
0.95310.003
0. 91710.OP*

0.9!110.005
0.9351O.OOU
0.71510.012

'Uncertainties given arc one alandtrd deviation. Where the nuaber
of aeaeureaence la aael l , the eetlaatee of uncercaintiea are
larger. The nuaber of eeca (where a aet of experimental date
contleta of the real and iaislnary parta of, ?or cxaaple, three
CPSDa, Gj2, C[3. C24> and two ATSDa, C22, C t i ) of the experlaental
data that were f i t ted are given In paeantheeea.

data could be Interpreted using point kinetics
were satisfactory for this experiment, (4)
measurement times for this geometry were not
significantly different froa those In cylindri-
cal geometry and were sufficiently short to
allow practical measurements, (5) the applica-
bility of the method and understanding of the
theory of the measurement method for plutoniua
solution systems was demonstrated, and (ft) the
reactivities obtained by independent measure-
ments using the break-frequency noise, analysis
method agreed with those obtained from the
ratio of spectral densities within the experi-
mental uncertainties. Before the use of this
method in slab geometry can considered to be
fully understood, additional static and dynamic
measurements are required for a variety of slab
configurations*

tions includes the egg-crate structure support-
ing Che large flat surfaces of the slab and the
room structure, the acrylic hood, and the
reflector tank surrounding the slab assembly*
The calculated iceff value for the solution
height (86.3 ca) that was experimentally deter-
mined to be delayed critical was 0.9961. Thus,
at least near delayed criticality, the calcula-
tions underestimate the keff value by -0.004.
This bias was assumed constant for all slab
configurations and hence was added to all cal-
culations for comparison with the measurements.
The results of these calculated keff values for
other solution height3 are given in Table 5 and
agree with tie experimental values from the
noise measurements to within 0.02.

CoaparlMn of calculated neutron multiplication factora
with thoee froa the 252cf eourcc-drlven neutron nolae
and BFNA aathode

Slab diaenalon*
(c.)

Neutron Multiplication factora

Thickneea Height Calculated*
Ratio of apectral

denelt iee
ORhL Nagoya*-Uni.D

19.03
19.05
19.05
19.05

16.50
13.97
11.43

Jl.i
61.6
50.7
40.6

0.992
0.979
0.947
0.925

O.99241O.OOO2
0.983010.000}
0.963 10.0C1
C.924 10.002

0.991/ 0.99010.001
0.9828 0.97810.001
0.9655 0.95310.003'

0.91710.005

0.91110.005
0.83S10.00B
0.71510.012

*>Thea« valuca vere obtalnd by data procaeelng with a cneoretlcal
equation of Nagoya tfnlverilcy^O.
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